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ABSTRACT

Hyperspectral imaging technique is known as a promising non-destructive way for detecting plants diseases and
pests. In most previous studies, the utilization of the whole spectrum or a large number of bands as well as the
complexity of model structure severely hampers the application of the technique in practice. If a detection system
can be established with a few bands and a relatively simple logic, it would be of great significance for application.
This study established a method for identifying and discriminating three commonly occurring diseases and pests
of wheat, i.e., powdery mildew, yellow rust and aphid with a few specific bands. Through a comprehensive spec-
tral analysis, only three bands at 570, 680 and 750 nm were selected. A novel vegetation index namely Ratio Tri-
angular Vegetation Index (RTVI) was developed for detecting anomalous areas on leaves. Then, the Support
Vector Machine (SVM) method was applied to construct the discrimination model based on the spectral ratio
analysis. The validating results suggested that the proposed method with only three spectral bands achieved a
promising accuracy with the Overall Accuracy (OA) of 83%. With three bands from the hyperspectral imaging
data, the three wheat diseases and pests were successfully detected and discriminated. A stepwise strategy includ-
ing background removal, damage lesions recognition and stresses discrimination was proposed. The present work
can provide a basis for the design of low cost and smart instruments for disease and pest detection.
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1 Introduction

Crop diseases and pests are among the major agricultural concerns and they are characterized with
multiple types, large impacts, and frequent outbreaks, which have a significant impact on the global
agricultural production and food security [1]. At present, the monitoring of wheat diseases and pests is
mainly through manual investigation combined with sampling. However, these conventional investigation
methods lack of efficiency and prone to be subjective. Hyperspectral remote sensing has been widely
used and has shown great potential in the monitoring of plants diseases and pests, due to its ability to
detect the spectral changes in the visible-near-infrared spectrum of plants [2,3]. Prabhakar et al. [4]
observed significant spectral signatures from leafhopper infested cotton canopies at bands 496, 691, 761,
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1124 and 1457 nm, and indicated that two new hyperspectral indices proposed in this study have the potential
to be used for detection of leafhopper in cotton. The study of Yu et al. [5] found that a number of sensitive
spectral indices are suitable for detecting Septoria tritici blotch disease in winter wheat. Based on the
sensitive spectral bands and the constructed vegetation index, Oerke et al. [6] tested the ability of
hyperspectral data to detect the resistance of different grape varieties to Plasmopara viticola disease in
phenotyping. The results showed that the hyperspectral characterization is suitable for obtaining
information about the resistance mechanisms of plants to pathogens at the tissue level. Generally, most
of the studies that use hyperspectral technology for the monitoring of plant diseases and pests at the leaf
or canopy scale are carried out in specific experimental environments and for a single type of disease or
pest. However, the selected experimental environment is often relatively simple, while the actual farmland
is complex and has different types of diseases and pests in certain time periods. Accordingly, different
measures should be taken to prevent or treat diseases and pests. The lack of targeted pesticide or
biological controls fails to effectively manage the diseases and pests, and can lead to a series of problems
(e.g., unintentional pesticide damage to plants, soil pollution, etc.) [7]. Therefore, real-time and effective
identification and differentiation of crop diseases and pests are keys in achieving contemporary precision
agriculture and crop management. It is also important to effectively identify and distinguish crop diseases
and pests for phenotypic studies of crop resistance, pest breeding and plant protection [8].

To differentiate the powdery mildew and take-all diseases in wheat, Graeff et al. [9] assessed the changes in
leaf spectral reflectance of wheat during its infection. The study found that the range of 490–780 nm showed the
most sensitive response to damage caused by the investigated diseases, which indicates that the early detection
and discrimination of infection can be obtained from specific wavelength ranges. Mahlein et al. [10] developed
the plant disease spectral indices that are based on single wavelengths and normalized wavelength differences,
by applying the RELIEF-F algorithm for detecting and identifying plant diseases in sugar beet plants. The
results from this study showed that the discriminant model can achieve a satisfactory accuracy. The
abovementioned studies showed that the hyperspectral technology has the potential for the identification and
differentiation of diseases and pests. If the spectral discrimination modeling can be achieved for diseases
and pests that are easily mixed, then, it is possible to facilitate the precise management of plant diseases and
pests in complex environments. At present, when applying the hyperspectral data in the crop stress
classification, many methods use the whole spectral information. For example, Zhao et al. [11] aimed to
detect the fungal infection of rapeseed petals by applying the hyperspectral imaging, principal component
analysis (PCA) and ANOVA, and selecting six optimal wavelengths (1190, 1460, 1463, 1524, 1446, and
1656 nm). This study found that the LS-SVM model based on the combination of all optimal wavebands,
had the best performance in detection of fungal infection on rapeseed petals. Furthermore, Zhang et al. [12]
used the continuous wavelet analysis and hyperspectral data to obtain the discrimination model for
differentiating various diseases and pests in winter wheat. The results from this study showed that the
wavelet spectral features have more advantages than the conventional spectral features. However, the above-
mentioned detection method needs hyperspectral information of the whole spectrum. This indicates that the
instrument based on this principle is often costly and this greatly limits its popularization and application.
The effective identification and differentiation of crop diseases and pests based on only several specific
bands may contribute to the low-cost instrument development.

In summary, the authors suggest the development of portable instruments for identification and
distinguishing of diseases and pests that is based on hyperspectral imaging data. Fewer bands should be
selected when considering the cost of instrument development and the feasibility of algorithm
implementation. Considering that the hyperspectral imaging technique can obtain both the detailed
spectral information on the disease and pest lesion area on plant leaves and the image information of each
wavelength, this data is ideal for feature selection. Therefore, instead of directly apply the expensive
hyperspectral imaging technique in practice, this study takes the hyperspectral imaging data as an
experimental setting for understanding spectral response, development of features and models.
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This study aims to decrease the spectral confusion of different diseases and pests during their detection.
Based on the hyperspectral imaging system, the methods and models are studied for detecting and
discriminating three typical wheat diseases and pests, including powdery mildew (Blumeria graminis
f. sp. tritici), yellow rust (Puccinia striiformis West. f. sp. tritici) and aphid (Rhopalosiphum padi L.).
Firstly, this work studies the spectral characteristics of different wheat diseases and pests and attempts to
identify a few sensitive spectral bands for their detection and discrimination. Secondly, based on the
selected bands and a constructed novel index, a step-by-step strategy for identifying and differentiating
diseases and pests was proposed. Finally, the performance of the proposed method was evaluated and the
feasibility of differentiating diseases and pests with only few bands was assessed.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Data Acquisition
Leaf samples used in this study were taken from the experimental field of the Beijing Academy of

Agricultural and Forestry Sciences (39°56’ N, 116°16’ E). In this paper, three types of winter wheat leaf’s
diseases and pests were selected: yellow rust (YR), powdery mildew (PM), and aphid (AH). Hyperspectral
imaging data were collected from a hyperspectral imaging system (ImSpector V10E-QE, Spectral Imaging,
Ltd., Finland) in a dark box, with the halogen lamps as a light source (Fig. 1). The leaf samples were placed
on a black cloth with very low reflectance for hyperspectral imaging testing. Red-Green-Blue (RGB) image
were taken by a digital camera. The imaging spectrometer was in linear array scanning mode with the
spectral range of 326.7–1098 nm, spectral resolution of 0.8 nm, and image size of 1004 × 1000. After image
acquisition, it was calibrated into reflectance values with whiteboard and blackboard. Due to low light output
in the visible (VIS) bands <510 nm, and low quantum efficiency of the charge coupled device (CCD) in the
near infrared (NIR) bands >900 nm [13], only 510–900 nm spectral bands were selected for subsequent
analysis. Data processing and analysis were performed in ENVI 5.1 (ITTVIS, https://www.ittvis.com/envi)
and MATLAB 2013 (The MathWorks, Inc., https://www.mathworks.com/products/matlab.html) softwares.

Figure 1: Composition of hyperspectral imaging system

In this study, the spectral signals for model training were extracted from hyperspectral images
corresponding to six infected leaves with high representativeness (two per each with PM, YR, and AH),
while the spectral signals for model validation were extracted from hyperspectral images corresponding to
23 leaves (12 with PM, seven with YR, and four with AH).

2.2 Spectral Response Analysis and Detection Feature Construction

2.2.1 Selection of Region of Interest (ROI) and Spectral Extraction of Leaves
In this study, typical spectra of diseases, pest and corresponding healthy samples were investigated for

band optimization. For selection of ROI, considering that some natural variations of the physiological and
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biochemical states among leaves will result in spectral heterogeneity, selecting both normal and lesion areas
within one leaf can mitigate this background difference, and facilitate the spectral comparison between the
spots. The spectral curves are extracted from the ROIs based on the six modeling samples. The center pixels
of stress lesions and the healthy pixels that were parallel to the selected stress lesions along the scanning
direction were selected in order to avoid the difference in illumination (i.e., the radiation intensity was
equal in the vertical scanning direction). Each ROI was composed of 3 × 3 pixels, while the spectral
curve corresponding to the ROI was obtained after averaging all ROI pixels. The standard deviations of
the spectral reflectance within the ROI (3 × 3 pixel) of each disease/pest were derived. The coefficients of
variation (CV = Standard deviation/mean) among each type of samples were lower than 0.05, indicating
that the spectral signals have a certain degree of variation within the ROI, but the reflectance curves were
relatively stable. On this basis, 18 typical spectral curves were obtained from different leaf samples
(Fig. 2a). Fig. 2b shows the spectral ratios between the mean spectral curves of YR, PM, AH and their
corresponding healthy ROIs within the band range of 510–900 nm.

2.2.2 Construction of the Spectral Feature for Detecting Anomalous Areas on Leaves
When crops are affected by diseases and pests, chlorophyll and cell structure will change and affect the

position and area of red valley in the spectral curve of stressed crops [14]. Despite some spectral shape
analysis (e.g., spectral derivative features, continuous removal transformed features, continuous wavelet
features, etc.) are advantageous in detecting diseases and pests [12], the application of such methods
requires the complete hyperspectral information, which is expensive for instrument development. This study
used as few bands as possible to achieve disease differentiation by balancing the necessary amount of bands
information and the number of bands. As a classic Vegetation Index (VI), the Triangular Vegetation Index
(TVI) was designed to describe the spectral characteristics of vegetation, which represents the triangle area
constructed by three spectral feature points: green peak (550 nm), red valley (670 nm), and the start of near
infrared platform (750 nm). The spectral changes of plants under vigorous growth or stresses will affect the
area of this triangle, and thus it can reflect the status or stress condition of plants [15,16].

The aim of this study was to propose a novel vegetation index, based on the phenomenon observed from
the TVI, which will respond to different types of diseases and pests. Fig. 3 shows the original spectral curves
of typical stressed samples with YR and the corresponding healthy samples. It can be noticed that the original
spectral curve of the samples with disease was significantly changed when compared with the healthy
samples. A significant rise was noticed at the green peak, the red valley, and the near infrared platform.
However, it is worth noting that the reflectance of the three positions was rising integrally. Therefore,
there was no obvious change when comparing triangle areas of TVI in stressed samples (triangle ABC)
with healthy samples (triangle A’B’C’). It is hard to directly distinguish stressed from healthy samples
with TVI under a similar spectral change. To solve this problem, this study proposes a novel vegetation
index named Ratio Triangular Vegetation Index (RTVI). This index modifies the TVI index in order to
calculate the ratio of the area of the triangle ABC and the area of the trapezoid ABED (i.e., the
proportion of the yellow area in the sum area of yellow and blue areas). Its expression is:

RTVI ¼ SABC
SABED

(1)

where, SABC refers to the area of triangle ABC and SABED is the area of trapezoidal ABED. Furthermore, the
area of triangle ABC and trapezoidal ABED is calculated as follows:

SABC ¼ band2 � band1ð Þ � Refband3 � Refband1ð Þ � band3 � band1ð Þ � Refband2 � Refband1ð Þ
2

(2)

SABED ¼ band3 � band1ð Þ � Refband3 þ Refband1ð Þ
2

(3)
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Figure 2: Curves of raw reflectance (a) and spectral ratios between damaged and healthy samples (b) (The
dash lines indicate the positions of three selected bands. The numbers 01–03 represent the replicates of ROI
samples)
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Therefore, the calculation formula of RTVI is:

RTVI ¼ band2 � band1ð Þ � Refband3 � Refband1ð Þ � band3 � band1ð Þ � Refband2 � Refband1ð Þ
Refband3 þ Refband1ð Þ � band3 � band1ð Þ (4)

where, band1, band2, and band3 are the values of the three bands, respectively. Furthermore, Refband1,
Refband2, and Refband3 are the reflectance values of band1, band2, and band3, respectively.

To evaluate the sensitivity of bands, two statistical analyses, including an independent t-test (healthy vs.
stress) and an ANOVA analysis (among YR, PM and AH), and spectral ratio analysis were conducted and
jointly analyzed. The feature selection in this study follows some premises: (1) Use as few bands as possible,
to simplify the feature set; (2) Adopting a stepwise detecting strategy, to simplify the classification scenario,
with a Healthy vs. Stress differentiation step and a three stresses classification step; (3) Consider the results
from both quantitative (sensitivity analysis) and qualitative analysis (bands importance in classic vegetation
indices) to enhance the stability and generality of features. Based on these premises, the response bands were
selected from the green peak (530–590 nm) and red valley (670–700 nm), whereas the reference band was
selected from the near infrared (730–770 nm). By referring to bands in some existing classic vegetation
indices such as MTCI, PRI, mARI, CI, PSRI, SIPI, NPCI, and mND680 [17–24], the bands of 570 and
680 nm served as response bands, and they were sensitive in detecting the abnormal areas. The 750 nm
failed to pass the test, and it thereby served as the reference band (invariant band). The other bands were
selected for constructing the RTVI. In addition, the results of the ANOVA analysis suggested that all
three bands were sensitive in differentiating YR, PM and AH.

2.2.3 Spectral Ratio Characteristics of Diseases and Pests Discrimination
The majority of the existing research related to the recognition and diagnosis of plant diseases and pests

by hyperspectral imaging technology uses original spectral reflectance or vegetation index as input variables
for modeling and analysis. The model based on the previously described approach will ignore the subtle

Figure 3: Comparison between YR and healthy samples based on the geometric meaning of RTVI (Dotted
lines indicate the position of three selected bands (570, 680, and 750 nm), the yellow area indicates the area
of triangle ABC, and both blue area and yellow area constructed the area of the trapezoid)
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spectral differences among various stress types due to differences in the test sample, time, testing conditions,
etc. In order to overcome the abovementioned problems, this study proposes a new method that applies the
spectral ratio of stressed to healthy samples as the model input, which can strengthen the differences obtained
between different sample spectrums. Instead of original spectral reflectance, the spectral ratio is able to
overcome some possible spectral baseline differences among leaves. Specifically, three selected bands
(570, 680, and 750 nm) were calculated according to formula (5) in order to obtain the relative band
intensity image of the three bands:

Ratio i;Dð Þ ¼
Ref i;Dð Þ
Ref i;Hð Þ

(5)

where, i represents band i (e.g., 570, 680, and 750 nm), D represents pixels in leaf diseased area, H represents
pixels in normal leaf area, Ref(i,D) represents reflectance intensity of each pixel in leaf diseased area of band i,
Ref(i,H) represents the average value of all pixels in the normal leaf area of band i. Here the diseased area and
normal area refer to the identified abnormal area and normal area in the step of leaf lesion detection. The
Ratio(i,D) represents the ratio of Ref(i,D) and Ref(i,H).

2.3 Methods for Diseases and Pests Identification and Differentiation
The specific research methods applied in this study are: (1) Mask the original hyperspectral images to

remove the background. In this regard, the influence of background noise on the subsequent leaf extraction
and the area extraction of disease and pest lesions is eliminated; (2) The area extraction of disease and pest
lesions based on RTVI; (3) Combining the spectral ratio characteristics and SVM method to construct the
disease discrimination model; and (4) Model accuracy evaluation. The main steps are presented in Fig. 4.

Figure 4: Flowchart for discriminating different winter wheat diseases and pests based on the hyperspectral
imaging technology
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2.3.1 Background Elimination
In the first processing step, the plant pixels are separated from the background pixels according to the

simple, intuitive, and effective threshold segmentation method. Plant clusters are selected by using a 750 nm
threshold of 0.08. At the same time, 750 nm has been selected to create the RTVI index. Accordingly, the
information can be reused and the cost of instrument development can be reduced. Only the pixels from
plant clusters are regarded in further analysis.

2.3.2 Identification of Leaf Lesions Caused by Diseases and Pests
Based on the masked leaf images obtained in 2.3.1, the RTVI index was calculated to obtain the RTVI

grayscale images. Since the RTVI index can distinguish well healthy from stressed samples, there is a
significant difference between the gray value of the diseased lesion and the healthy area. Therefore, the
threshold segmentation method is applied to identify the diseased lesion on the leaves. The optimization
method is also adopted for obtaining the accurate segmentation threshold. Based on the preliminary
experimental results, the total precision and kappa coefficient values extraction under different thresholds
were calculated based on the step length of 0.05 in the range of 0.25 to 0.5 of the RTVI index. The
threshold results were compared and subsequently, the threshold value with the best classification effect
was selected as the final threshold value for determination. Apart from the identified lesion area, the rest
leaf areas were considered as normal areas. And those boundaries are used for extraction of the spectral
ratio value in the discriminating model.

2.3.3 Discrimination Model Based on the Spectral Ratio and SVM Method
Based on the calculated spectral ratio image, the SVM method was applied to construct the discriminant

model. This paper selects the RBF kernel function for model training [25] as it can consider samples with a
higher-dimensional space nonlinearly, thus solving the nonlinear relationship between class tags and
attributes. The SVM model was trained based on the training dataset using n-fold cross-validation (n = 5),
which determined the best c = 128 and best g = 5.66. The training pixel samples were selected by visually
examining six selected leaf images. Based on the RGB images, the ROI of the typical diseases and pests
lesions were selected. Finally, a total of 1338 samples (562 of PM, 540 of YR, and 236 of AH) were
selected for the discriminant model at a pixel level (Fig. 5).

Figure 5: Distribution of visually selected ROIs on leaves for discrimination of wheat diseases and pest
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The ratio characteristics of the three bands of the selected ROIs were considered as the model training
samples, and the classification model was trained based on the SVM method. To determine the type of leaf
stress, it was necessary to input the image data into the model after it was processed for leaf background
separation (see 2.3.1) and for leaf lesion identification (see 2.3.2), then to carry out pixel-by-pixel
discrimination of diseases and pest lesion in the image, and determine the types of stress in each pixel of
the leaf. For determining the stress type at a leaf level, given that all leaf samples used in this experiment
have only one stress type per leaf, the highest proportion principle, that considers counting the total
number of each type of stress on one leaf, was adopted. To avoid some confusing or suspicious results, as
a valid determination, a restriction was applied that required the class with highest proportion >40%.

2.3.4 Accuracy Evaluation
The accuracy evaluation of the discrimination model was conducted at the pixel and leaf levels. Six

statistical parameters were calculated from the confusion matrix to reflect the accuracy of the discriminant
model. They include the overall accuracy (OA), producers accuracy (P.’s a. (%)), user accuracy (U.’s a.(%)),
kappa coefficient, commission error (%), and omission error (%).

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Detection and Discrimination of Spectral Features of Diseases and Pests
The spectral ratio curve can reflect the change (increase or decrease) in a certain stress spectral reflection

at each band relative to the normal spectrum (Fig. 2). It can be noticed that the reflectance spectra of three
diseases and pests were significantly different when compared to the healthy samples. YR and PM showed a
similar pattern, i.e., the reflectance of the diseased samples increased within 510–900 nm when compared
with the healthy samples. The AH samples showed a specific pattern with a decrease near the green peak,
then an increase near the red valley, and finally a decrease near the infrared platform. We noticed that the
optimized bands of 570, 680, and 750 nm, effectively reflected the differences in the mechanisms and
symptoms among different diseases and pests. The AH infected leaf surface was covered by a pest
secretion and showed a gray color integrally. Accordingly, the reflectance was significantly lower when
compared to other diseases at 570 and 680 nm bands of visible light. A certain reflectance decrease was
also noticed at 750 nm band (in the near-infrared area) due to multiple scattering. Both PM and YR are
fungal diseases that form disease lesions on the leaf surface, yet there were substantial differences in
color and texture of lesions. This led to noticeable differences in the spectral reflectance at 570 nm, while
their spectral reflectance was similar at 680 nm. Some previous studies showed that the changes of
biochemical, physiological status and visible symptoms induced by diseases and pests is critical in
understanding the corresponding spectral responses. For powdery mildew, Zhang et al. [26] found that the
spectral response of the disease was related to the breakdown of pigments, the destruction of cell
structures and the color of pustules, and a significant difference was observed for Chla, Chlb and Car
contents between normal and diseased samples. For aphids, Luo et al. [27] found that the pest would
pierce the leaf and suck out leaf juice, which caused a reduction in chlorophyl and leaf water content. A
negative correlation between chlorophyll content and aphid amount was observed with an R2 of 0.55. For
yellow rust, Li et al. [28] found that the disease can induce the reduction of chlorophyll content, the
water loss and visual symptoms; the Chla concentration was negatively correlated with the disease severity.

The new index, RTVI, introduced the trapezoidal area (ABED in Fig. 3) on the spectral curve, and let the
triangle area (ABC in Fig. 3) to divide into the trapezoidal area. Such a change retained the sensitivity of the
RTVI in cases leading to integral spectral changes as above mentioned. It was observed that the differences of
the spectral indices between infected and healthy samples were significant for YR and PM, whereas they
were insignificant for AH (Fig. 6). The RTVI showed higher sensitivity than TVI in detecting YR and
PM. The infected area of AH was mainly characterized by pest secretion and sap-sucking damage, which
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had different spectral response mechanisms from those of YR and PM that were characterized by disease
pustules.

3.2 Leaf Abnormal Area Identification
Leaf abnormal area identification as the basis of leaf diseases and pests identification included leaf and

background separation and leaf lesion area extraction. Fig. 7 shows RGB image of modeling samples, image
at 750 nm band and generated mask image based on the 750 nm band image. It can be observed that the
constructed mask image based on the threshold value (i.e., the pixel value greater than 0.08 at the 750 nm
band was judged as the leaf area) was successfully used to mask the image and to remove the
background. Accordingly, the background was effectively eliminated and subsequent analysis focused
only on the plant leaves was enabled. The non-plant background removal is important in disease
detection with hyperspectral imaging data since it permits the subsequent analysis focusing only on the
plant leaves. In detecting rice sheath blight disease with an in-situ hyperspectral imaging data, a more
complex strategy was used combining K-means clustering and spectral feature space analysis [29]. While
considering the relatively simple experimental environment, the high-quality background removal results
can be achieved with this simple method, and the 750 nm band can also be used in subsequent steps.

Figure 6: Schematic diagram of TVI and the proposed RTVI in detecting the three diseases and pest ((a),
(b), and (c) show the average spectral curve of YR, PM and AH samples; (d), (e), and (f) show the average
spectral curve of the healthy samples; (g), (h), and (i) show the comparison of TVI and RTVI between healthy
and damaged samples (The two indices were scaled to an approximate range to facilitate the comparison).
Dotted lines indicate the position of three selected bands (570, 680, and 750 nm), the yellow area
indicates the area of triangle ABC, and both blue and yellow areas constructed the area of the trapezoid.
The error bars in (g), (h), and (i) indicate the standard deviation of the indices)
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Based on the RTVI index image, a threshold segmentation method was used to identify the lesion areas.
According to a stepwise threshold optimization within a range of 0.25–0.50, the threshold of RTVI was
determined as 0.4 in subsequent analysis. Fig. 8 shows the segmentation results of damaged and healthy
areas in six leaves based on the selected RTVI threshold. The similar stepwise threshold optimization is
also adopted in finding the threshold of spectral feature for mapping the damage of maize armyworm
with satellite multispectral images [30]. The promising results in both studies suggested the effectiveness
of the simple and straightforward approach in classifying healthy and damaged areas. The results showed
that RTVI combined with the optimized threshold segmentation identified three diseases and pests with
better accuracy and strong robustness. This method utilizes only a few hyperspectral bands and relatively
simple feature forms and recognition methods for effective identification of leaf abnormal areas (disease
and pest lesions). Therefore, it can provide a relatively simple and ideal environment for further
classification and identification of diseases and pests. Such idea of normalization of vegetation index is
also found to be effective in estimation of the disease severity level of cotton root rot [31].

3.3 Modeling and Accuracy Evaluation of Diseases and Pests Lesions Discrimination Based on the
Spectral Ratio Characteristics
The spectral ratio feature images show the spectral response of affected lesions. The direction (increase

or decrease) and amplitude of reflectance changes at representative bands of vegetation can be understood as
a spectral fingerprint of infection specific for different diseases and pests. In this study, extracted spectral ratio
feature images (according to Section 2.3.3) were used as input for the model, while the types of diseases and
pests were used as the output results of it. Fig. 9 shows the discrimination results of training samples based on
the SVM model. A total of 2255 independent verification samples (943 pixels of PM, 894 pixels of YR, and
418 pixels of AH) were selected and included typical leaves with three types of diseases and pests for
conducting a classification accuracy validation at pixel level. The results of the confusion matrix are
presented in Table 1. It is noted that the overall accuracy of the SVM discriminant model can reach 97%
with the kappa coefficient of 0.95. By analyzing the confusion matrix, the misclassification from YR
pixels to PM and AH pixels was the major type of error, which led to a relatively high commission error

Figure 7: Mask image based on the 750 nm band image (The black bars on the leaves are made with black
markers for locating different regions in leaves for comparison)
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for YR (7.46%), moderate and high omission errors for PM (3.18%) and AH (10.05%), respectively.
According to the highest proportion principle, the model correctly judged all six leaf samples on the leaf
level with the classification accuracy of 100%. As reviewed by Zhang et al. [32], the SVM have been
widely applied in the detection of a variety of plant diseases and pests. The capability of the SVM in
projecting the data to a high-dimensional space with a kernel function makes it competent in complicated
classification tasks.

Figure 8: Schematic diagram of segmenting damaged and healthy areas based on the selected threshold of
RTVI

Figure 9: Schematic diagram of the classification of different types of diseases and pest based on the SVM
discriminant model (Yellow represents YR, blue represents PM, and red represents AH in the classification
image of SVM model)
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The accuracy of the SVM discriminant model was verified with 23 independent leaf samples. The
confusion matrix of classification accuracy is presented in Table 2. It is noted that the overall accuracy of
the independent verification samples was 83% and kappa was 0.72. By analyzing the confusion matrix,
the misclassification mainly occurred between the YR and PM samples, which led to equivalent
commission errors for YR (16.67%) and PM (16.67%). As indicated by the spectral ratio curves
(Fig. 2b), the spectral response of YR and PM are approached to some extent, which thereby explained
the confusion between the two classes.

The discriminant results of several representative samples are given in Fig. 10. It can be noticed that the
core areas of diseases and pests lesions have higher accuracy, while misjudgments mostly occur for leaf
edges, peripheral lesion areas, and leaf veins. The core areas of diseases and pests lesions show the
typical spectral information of each disease and pest, so the discrimination accuracy is relatively high for
these areas. The edges of lesions are in the primary stage of the infection with obscure symptoms, which
leads to high misjudgment rates between diseases and pests types. Additionally, veins and leaf edges are
easily mixed in the discrimination process. In the future, image analysis (e.g., texture features) could be
combined in order to eliminate to a certain extent the influence of leaf edges and veins and to improve
the accuracy of discrimination. Fig. 10 shows the discriminant results of the SVM model for the
independent validation samples at the leaf level. It can be noticed that the number of correctly judged

Table 1: Confusion matrix and classification accuracies of the SVM discriminant model for test dataset based
on pixel level

Class Reference U.’s a. (%) Commission
error (%)

OA Kappa

PM YR AH Sum

PM 913 1 0 914 99.89 0.11 0.97 0.95

YR 30 893 42 965 92.54 7.46

AH 0 0 376 376 100.00 0.00

Sum 943 894 418 2255

P.’s a. (%) 96.82 99.89 89.95

Omission error (%) 3.18 0.11 10.05
Note: P.’s a. = Producer’s accuracy; U.’s a. = User’s accuracy; OA = Overall accuracy.

Table 2: Confusion matrix and classification accuracies of the SVM discriminant model for test dataset based
on leaf level

Class Reference U.’s a. (%) Commission
error (%)

OA Kappa

PM YR AH Sum

PM 10 2 0 12 83.33 16.67 0.83 0.72

YR 1 5 0 6 83.33 16.67

AH 1 0 4 5 80.00 20.00

Sum 12 7 4 23

P.’s a. (%) 83.33 71.43 100.00

Omission error (%) 16.67 28.57 0.00
Note: P.’s a. = Producer’s accuracy; U.’s a. = User’s accuracy; OA = Overall accuracy.
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pixels was dominant, which indicates that the model has a good discriminative ability. However, the last
sample with PM was wrongly judged as YR. It can be noticed that this result was mainly affected by the
wrong judgment of the veins part. It is worth noting that the proportional voting procedure can be applied
only in the context that there is only one stress type per leaf. However, it may not be true in reality [33],
so the leaf level multiple-type infection needs to be considered in future works, to account for some more
complicated scenarios. Besides, given that a relatively small number of samples were used in this study, it
is necessary to further validate the proposed features and models with larger sample sizes.

3.4 Potential for Instrument Development and Practical Application
In this study, the hyperspectral imaging technique was used as an experimental system, which may

provide insights in understanding the spectral characteristic of the stresses, selection of optimal spectral
bands or features, establishment of models for detection and discrimination. However, from a practical
perspective, the application of the corresponding techniques in the real world requires the development of
portable instruments. Instead of using the entire hyperspectral bands, instruments with some specific
bands are able to achieve the trade-off between costs and functionality [15,32]. As indicated in the
present study, it is encouraging that damages of plant diseases and pests can be successfully detected and
discriminated with only a few bands. More importantly, the selected bands at 570, 680, and 750 nm are
commonly used in the filter based optical sensors which ensure the high stability and low price. To
examine the feasibility and applicability of the developed instrument in real field situations, it is
necessary to conduct canopy level experiments and analysis. The development of the low-cost
instruments that can be used at near-ground or mounted on the UAV should be the first step of its
application. Schirrmann et al. [34] applied RGB images that acquired from UAV, and deep learning
approaches to detect yellow rust in winter wheat yielded 57%–76% accuracy at an early stage. The

Figure 10: Schematic diagram of the discriminant results of the SVM model for independent validation
samples at the leaf level (Yellow represents YR, blue represents PM, and red represents AH)
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findings in the current study thus provided valuable information on another dimension (i.e., spectral
dimension), which may serve as a complementary way to the image based features. Some advanced
network, such as 3-D convolution network that can combine spatial and spectral information is worth
attempting to further enhance the data mining capability of hyperspectral imaging data [35]. Then, with
the advance of the satellite sensors (with higher spectral and spatial resolution), it can be further attempt
to use these remote sensing images to conduct the monitoring of diseases and pests over large areas.

Given the complexity of the type of the abnormality under field conditions, some abiotic stresses (e.g.,
nutrient stress, water stress) may co-occur with the biotic stresses, which thereby also need to be taken into
account. It is encouraging that the identified three bands were also included in some relevant vegetation
indices. For example, Photochemical/Physiological Reflectance Index (PRI; including 570 nm bands) and
MERIS Terrestrial Chlorophyll Index (MTCI; including 680 and 750 nm bands) could be potentially used
in N-stress estimation [18,24]. Besides, some prior knowledge and auxiliary information (e.g., relevant
phenological information, meteorological conditions) can also help to determine the occurrence likelihood
of these stresses. In the future, a control experiment that includes temporal continuous field measurements
and investigations are expected, to facilitate the analysis on temporal changes of spectral characteristics
and seek the possibility for early detection of diseases and pests at the field.

4 Conclusion

Identification and differentiation of different plant diseases and pests is a practically important task in
plant monitoring via remote sensing technology. In this study, based on hyperspectral imaging technique,
a detection and discrimination method was proposed and successfully applied in differentiating three
typical diseases and pests of winter wheat (powdery mildew, yellow rust, and aphid) in Northern China.
The main conclusions are as follows:

(1) The wheat diseases and pests can be effectively detected and discriminated through a proposed
stepwise procedure that includes background elimination, extraction of spectral features,
identification of damaged areas, and discrimination of stresses. A relatively satisfactory accuracy
is achieved of the discriminant model, with OA of 83% and kappa coefficient of 0.72.

(2) It is encouraging that the detecting procedure was successfully established on only three specific
bands at 570, 680, and 750 nm, which significantly reduced the computational load. Based on
these bands, an improved index (RTVI) was proposed for distinguishing damaged areas on
leaves, that was able to facilitate further discrimination of diseases and pests.

(3) Based on the constructed spectral ratio fingerprint and the SVM algorithm, the wheat diseases and
pests can be effectively differentiated on a leaf level. While the feasibility of the discrimination
model on canopy level is still unknown, it needs to be tested in future research. Its adaptability to
some more complex scenarios is also worth studied.

The proposed method for detecting and differentiating wheat diseases and pests is established on only a
few spectral bands and some simple algorithms. It has great potential to serve as a core method in designing a
customized optical sensor for detecting plants’ stresses. Such non-contact and low-cost techniques may bring
new insights in crop protection and phenotypic studies of crop resistance to diseases and pests.
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